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tions afforded by the barber's shop, the writing-desks " and
modish stationery for correspondence/' the " latest national
weeklies and monthlies in attractive binders, for men,
ladies and children/' and (for graver moments) " the day's
market report off the wires." For the Limited is home-like,
as it ambles, with something of a ship's dignity and all a
ship's consideration for its company, past the dishevelled
outskirts.
Yet it was a relief to find the suburbs so untidy. One
had been half inclined, at sight of endless vistas of irre-
proachable clap-boarded house-fronts, to accept that irrit-
able fling of Mr. Sinclair Lewis at " a savorless people,
gulping tasteless food, and sitting afterwards, coatless and
thoughtless, in rocking-chairs prickly with inane decora-
tions, listening to mechanical music, saying mechanical
things about the excellence of Ford automobiles, and viewing
themselves as the greatest race in the world," But the
untidiness was reassuring, There seemed a chance that
Main Street was wrong, that Mr. Lewis (that Great Victorian)
had denounced his countrymen rather as Mr, Carlyle
denounced our own than as truthful eyes observe them,
For there is a human quality in building-lots; and ash-
heaps are a sign of health. Egypt, we hopefully recall, left
us its refuse. So why not Gopher Prairie ? What; else
was Oxyrhynchus and the mound of Toll-d-amarna ?
Great ages have their ash-heaps; and there is a hope that
every ash-heap may have its great age.
So the thoughts rose unbidden, as the last sheds went
sprawling by. Inside the car the expanding steam pipes
still reverberated. There was a gentle buzz of talk from
the salesmen in the smoker. But our bell was silent now,
as we sailed steadily across open country under a winter
sky; and big telegraph poles stalked awkwardly across a
foreground peopled only by platelayers, muffled and
hooded against the cold, with now and then the brilliant
smile and ivory eye of America's unsolved problem, A
continent flowed by. . . .

